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ABSTRACT 
The shorted operator defined by Mitra and Puri [lo] and the generalized Schur 
complement of Ando [2] are considered for matrices over an arbitrary field IF and 
characterized by using rank decomposition matrices. A duality between these two 
concepts, as well as an explicit formula for each operator, is established, and some 
applications to partitioned matrices are given. Moreover, we suggest an alternative 
definition of a shorted operator by means of generalized projections which leads, at 
least in the case F E {Iw,63}, to the same class of matrices as the definition of Mitra 
and Puri. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of shorted operators was first introduced by Anderson [l] for 
nonnegative definite operators and has been extended by Mitra and Pm-i [lo] 
to arbitrary rectangular matrices. It has been shown that in the case F E {I&‘, C } 
there is a close connection between their shorted operator and an adapted 
version of the generalized Schur complement of Ando [2]. The latter concept 
has also been extended to matrices over arbitrary fields by Carlson and 
Haynsworth [4]. 
Our investigations are based on two theorems on rank decomposition 
matrices. The first theorem contains the general solution of the equation 
T(S)+T(A-S)=r(A), (1.1) 
where A is a given matrix of order m X n over a field lF. The second theorem 
gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a matrix S 
which satisfies (1.1) and has a fixed column span and row span. These 
theorems in connection with the solution of a rank minimization problem 
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provide a characterization of the shorted operator of Mitra and Puri and also 
establish a duality between this operator and an extension of Ando’s gener- 
alized Schur complement. As an application most of the theorems of Ando 
can be derived as special cases of more general theorems on shorted oper- 
ators. 
In Section 6 we show that the Schur complements of partitioned matrices 
are solutions of a rank minimization problem but are not in general rank 
decomposition matrices. 
In the last part we deal with the problem that the shorted operator of 
Mitra and Puri is not defined in all situations. In fields which admit aniso- 
tropic quadratic forms this difficulty can be avoided by using generalized 
projections. 
2. NOTATION 
Throughout this paper IF will denote an arbitrary field, and 08 (C) the field 
of real (complex) numbers. For positive integers n and m, IF” is the space of 
all m-tuples and IF “I x ‘I the space of all matrices of order m X n whose entries 
are elements of IF. Vectors in IF m will be denoted by lowercase letters, and 
matrices in IF “’ x n by capital letters. The column span of a matrix A E F”lx” 
is represented by &‘(A), its null space by X(A), and its rank by r(A). 
Furthermore, A’ denotes the transpose of A, A a generalized inverse of A, 
and AJ a reflexive generalized inverse of A [ 121. The unit matrix of order 
m X m is represented by I,. Unless otherwise stated, assertions including 
generalized inverses of the type A - or A; are valid independent of the 
special choices of these inverses. If 9 is a subspace of IF”‘, we denote by 
Sp L := {x E IF”’ ] x’y = 0 for every y E 9 } the orthogonal complement of 9 
in IF”‘, and by d( 9) the dimension of 9. If 9’ and Y are subspaces of [F m, 
then Sp + 7 is the space of all sums k + y where r E 9’ and y E Y. In the 
case lF E {Iw,C} we use in addition the symbol A* for the conjugate 
transpose and A + for the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix A E lF tl’ x n. It 
should be mentioned that all the results valid for arbitrary fields hold as well 
for IF = C and A* instead of At. 
3. RANK DECOMPOSITION MATRICES 
The shorted operator defined by Mitra and Puri and the shorted operator 
of Anderson are rank decomposition matrices in the sense of Definition 3.1 
below. In this section we derive explicit representations for this type of matrix 
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and conditions for the existence of a rank decomposition matrix with certain 
additional properties. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A, S E IF”““. Then S is called a rank decomposi- 
tion matrix with respect to A iff 
r(S)+ r(A - S) = r(A). 
By 5@(A) we denote the set of all such matrices. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A, S E lFmx”. 
(a) S Ed@ iff4(S)n~Y(A-S)= (0) und &(S’)~IJY(A”-S’)= 
(01. 
(b) JqS)n &(A - S) = (0) implies &(S’) c M(At). 
Proof. (a): Marsaglia and Styan [B]. 
(b): x E M(A) implies (A - S)x = - Sx E .M(S)n &(A - S); hence 
x E N(S). n 
The following theorem gives the general solution of (1.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A, S E F”““. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(4 S E s(A), 
(b) _M(S)n JI(A - S) = (0) and &(S)c J?(A), 
(c) ./Y(S)c_z&!(A), &S’)cA(At), andSA-(A-S)=O, 
(d) Thereexistp,qEN, QE[F”~~, PEFP~“’ with 
S=A-AQ(PAQ),PA. 
Proof. (a) * (b): Lemma 3.1. 
(b) =. (c): The first two statements follow from Lemma 3.1(b). Further, 
since ./Z(S) c J.@(A) and JZ(S’) c &‘(A’) imply AA-S = S = SA-A, we 
have 
SAP(A-S)=S-SA-S=AAS-SA-S=(A-S)AS; 
hence by assumption 
_&(SA-(A-S))c&(S)nX(A-S)= (0). 
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(c)q(d): Let Q=Zn-ApS and P=Z,,,-SA-. Since AA-S=S and 
SA -A = S as above. we have 
AQ=A-S=PA. 
Further, since SA (A - S) = 0 and AA S = S by assumption, we have 
AQ(PAQ),PA=(A-S){(A-S)A-(A-S)},(A-S)=A-S. 
(d) a (a): By assumption 
AQ(PAQ),-PS=AQ(PAQ),P{A-AQ(PAQ),pPA} =O, 
and 
JI(A-S)cM(AQ(PAQ),-P). 
Therefore 
A(S)nA(A-S)cM(AQ(PAQ)r-P)nA(AQ(PAQ)rpP)= {o}, 
and analogously _&I( S’) n Jl( A’ - S’) = {O}. Applying Lemma 3.1(a), we get 
S E a( A). n 
We are now interested in rank decomposition matrices S E 9(A) satisfy- 
ing J%‘(S) = N(P)n M(A) and M(Sr) = N(Q’)n &(A”) for given 
matrices P E lFPx”‘, Q E Fnxq. Unfortunately such a matrix does not always 
exist, but if it does it is unique. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A E F”lXn, P E FpXn’, Q E Fnxq. 
(a) For every matrix S E F”‘x” the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) d(S) c J-(P), -4sf) c Jr”(Q’), 
(3.1) 
&(A - S) C M(AQ), .M(A’- St) c .M(A’P’). 
(ii) d(S) =N(P)nM(A), JT(S)=JV(Q~)~JT(A~), 
(3.2) 
&(A-S)=&(AQ), &‘(A’-S’)=.M(A’P’), 
SET. 
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(iii) _M(S)=N(P)n&(A), JY(S’)=N(Q’)WM(A’), 
SET. 
(b) There exists a matrix S E IF “lx* satisfying (3.1) iff 
JYP)n 4AQ) = w and Jlr(Qt)n &‘(A’P’) = (0) (3.3) 
or, equivulently, 
r( PA) = r( PAQ) = r( AQ). (3.4) 
In this case the solution of (3.1) is uniquely determined and given by 
S=A-AQ(PAQ)-PA. 
Proof. (a) (i) j (ii): The condition (3.1) can be written as 
PS = 0, SQ=O, AQ(AQ)-(A-S)=A-S=(A-S)(PA)-PA. 
Thus, if S satisfies (3.1), we see that 
is a reflexive generalized inverse of PAQ and 
S=A-AQTPA, 
so by Theorem 3.1, S E 9(A) and 
d(S) c N(p)n M(A), _M(Sf)c~(Qf)n.M(A~). 
On the other hand, PAX = 0 implies Sx = Ax - AQTPAx = Ax and therefore 
JV(P)C~.M(A)C.M(S). Analogously, .M(Qt)n_d(A’)c.d(!Y). Finally, 
N(A-S)cN(P(A-S))=.N(PA) and X(A’-SL)cN(Q1(Af-St))= 
N( Q’A’), which implies JZ( AQ) c A( A - S) and M( A’P’) c Af( A’ - S’). 
(iii) * (i): We only have to show the last two inclusions. If r E Jlr(QtA’), 
then A’x E .N(Q’)n .&?(A”) = &!(S’) and hence (A’- S’)x E JZ(S”)n 
JI(A’ - S’) = {0}, since S E 9(A). Thus r E N(AL - S”). Analogously, 
.&PA) c .N(A - S). 
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(b): If (3.1) is satisfied, then by (a) the condition (3.2) holds, which implies 
(3.3) by Lemma 3.1(a). The conditions (3.3) and (3.4) are obviously equiv- 
alent. If (3.4) holds, then 
{&,-PAQ(PAQ)-}PA=O, AQ{I,-(PAQ)-PAQ}=O; 
thus 
satisfies (3.1) for every choice of the generalized inverse of PAQ. 
In the proof of (a) we have seen that every solution of (3.1) is necessarily 
of this form, and therefore we have finished if we can show that S is 
independent of the choice of the generalized inverse of PAQ. To see this let 
(PAQ), and (PAQ), be two choices. Then by (3.4) 
AQ(pAQ),pA = AQ(pAQ);PAQ(PAQ)lpP~Q(~~~);~~ 
= AQ(PAQ);PAQ(PAQ);PA = AQ(PAQ);PA. n 
In cases where (3.3) is not fulfilled we may approximate the matrix A by a 
matrix S E 9(A) with the properties J?(S) c s(P), A(S”) c N(Q’) in the 
sense that the rank of the difference A - S is minimal. The solution of this 
problem is given in Theorem 3.3 below, where also the uniqueness of this 
approximation is investigated. 
First we need two technical lemmas. 
LEMMA~.~. LetAEIFmX”, BEIF”~~. Thenwehave 
r(AB)=r(B)-d(.N(A)n.M(B)). 
Proof. B - B( AB);AB E 9(B) by Theorem 3.1, and A( B - B(AB), 
AB) = N(A) n A(B). Therefore 
r(B)=r(B(AB),AB)+r(B-B(AB),AB) 
=r(AB)+d(.J”(A)nM(B)). H 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A E lFmX”, B E FnXq, D E Fpxn, and choose Z E Fsx” 
such that M(Z) = {M(A) CI JH( B)} + JV( D). Then for evey matrix H 
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belonging to the set 
A?= {HEIF@ 
we have 
T(BH) < d( N(A) n J(B)) + ~(23). 
Proof. Let V be a matrix with 
N(V)=.N(A)nN(D)nJl(B). 
Then we have for every H E 2 
N(VBH)=J-(DBH) 
and hence 
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r(BH)<r((Z,-V-V)BH)+r(V-VBH) 
<r(Z,-VT)+r(DBH) 
<T(Z,-v-V)+r(DB). 
Using Lemma 3.2 we obtain 
r(Z, -v-V)+ r(DB) 
=d(N(A)n.N(D)n.J(B))+t(B)-d(N(D)nd(B)) 
=~(B)+d(Jlr(A)n.,.fz(B)) 
- d((4A)n J@) + J’“(Wn A(B)) 
=T(B)+~(X(A)~JY(B))-d(_N(Z)n&l(B)) 
=~(zB)+d(.N(A)nM(l3)), 
and the lemma is proved. n 
REMARK. It is not difficult to show that the upper bound in the preced- 
ing lemma is attained for exactly those H E &' which satisfy 
X(A)n.N(D)n.M(B)cJT(BH) and r(DBH)=r(DB); 
in particular H, = (DB)- D + B-(I, - V- V) has these properties. 
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We are now ready to prove 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A E lF”lx”, P E lFPx”‘, Q E Fnxq, and choose matrices 
R, T satisfying M(R) = N(PA), N(T) = .M(AQ). Assume M(P) + {0}, 
N(Q’) # {0}, and define 
%?::= (CEF"'~"I.M(C)CN(P) and _M(C’)CN(Q’)). 
Then we have 
(a) 
minr(A-C)= 
c: E v 
c;E~n4jr(A-C> = r(A) - r(TAR), 
n 
and the lower bound is attained for exactly those C E 9 (or C E %? n 9(A)) 
with 
TAR = TCR. 
(b) There is exactly one C, E W with r( A - C,) = r(A) - r( TAR) iff (3.3) 
holds. In this case the unique solution of the minimization problem is 
given by 
C,= A- AQ(PAQ)-PA=AR(TAR)-TA. 
Proof. (a): First we show for C E % that 
r( A - C) 2 r(A) - r(TAR). 
For this purpose let U be a matrix with (A - C)U = 0. Then we have 
PAU=O 
and 
Therefore U = RH for some H, and applying Lemma 3.3 with D = I, - QQ- , 
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B = R, and Z = TA, we get 
r(U) = r(RZf) < r(TAR)+ d(J’(A)); 
hence 
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r(A-C)=n-+V”(A-C))=n- 
(A -7.y: = 0 
r(U) 
> r(A) - r(TAR). 
Using Theorem 3.1, we see that 
and 
r(A-C)=r(A)-r(C)=r(A)-r(TAR). 
Thus we have proved the first part of (a). 
Now let C, E V and A, = A -C,. Then PA, = PA and A,Q = AQ, so 
by what we have shown so far we obtain 
r(A) - r( TAR) = <rnFVr( A - C) = <rn&r?r( A, - C) 
: 0 
= r( A,) - r(TA,R) 
= r(A - Co) - r(TA,R). 
Therefore we have 
r(A) - r( TAR) = r( A - Co) 
iff 
r( TA,R) = 0, 
which proves the remaining part of (a). 
(b): The general solution of the equation TAR = TCR is given by 
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where U,V E iF”‘x” are arbitrary. Since JY( P) f {0} and JY( 0’) + { 0}, 
there exists exactly one solution of the above equation with the additional 
property C E %7 iff 
d4qT)fLv(P)= (0) and .&“(R’)~IJY(Q’) = {0}, 
which is by definition of T and R equivalent to (3.3). Since 
&‘(AR) = M(P)n d(A) and N(A’T’) =N(Q’)nk’(A’), 
(3.3) is equivalent to 
r( TAR) = r( TA) = r( AR), 
which by Theorem 3.2 implies that the condition (3.2) is satisfied by the 
matrix 
AR( TAR) - TA 
By the uniqueness of the solution of (3.2) we then obtain 
AR( TAR) TA = A - AQ( PAQ) PA 
and hence (b). n 
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 we have 
with equality iff there exists a reflexive generalized inverse (TAR); of TAR 
with 
C= AR(TAR),TA. 
Proof. By the preceding theorem and Theorem 3.1 we only have to show 
that every C E V n 9(A) with TAR = TCR is of the given form. Now 
C E %? n 9(A) implies 
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so there exists a matrix U with 
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C = ARUTA. 
Since TCR = TAR we see that U is a generalized inverse of TAR. Hence 
UTARU is a reflexive generalized inverse of TAR, and by Theorem 3.1 we 
have 
C = CA-C = ARUTARUTA. n 
4. REPRESENTATIONS AND CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SHORTED 
OPERATORS 
We first consider the case IF E { Iw , C }. Let IF,, be the cone of all hermitian 
nonnegative matrices over IF of order m x m, and define for A, B E [F,,, 
A < B iff B - A E F,,. 
Anderson [l] showed for every subspace Y of IF”’ the existence of 
S(AIY)=max{CEIF,,,JC~A, Af(C)CY'}, 
where the maximum refers to the partial ordering of IF,,, defined above. He 
called this matrix the shorted operator of A with respect to Y. The following 
theorem extends Anderson’s characterization of S(A ( 9) (Theorem 2 of 
Anderson [l]) and provides an explicit formula. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A E IF,, P E FpXm, and 9 = N(P). Then for every 
matrix s E lF”‘x” the following statements are equivalent: 
(4 S = S(A I y), 
(b) M(S) c Y, Jl(A - S)n 9’ = {0}, ad S = S*, 
(c) S = A - AP*(PAP*)-PA. 
Proof. (a) j (b): This is contained in Theorem 2 of Anderson [l]. 
(b)-(c): If P(A*-S*)x=O then (A*-S*)x=(A-S)XEM(A-S) 
f?M(P)=M(A-S)nY’= (0); hence 
.N(P(A*-S*))d’+l*-S*), 
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which implies 
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&(A-+.&(A-S)P*)=A(AP*), 
since 4!(S) C 9’ = M(P) and S = S*. So if we take Q = P*, the condition 
(3.1) of Theorem 3.2 is satisfied. This yields (c). 
3 2 (c) 3 (a): S’ mce T( AZ’*) = r( A’/‘P *) = r( PAP *), we have by Theorem 
hence S E IF,,, and S < A. If C E IF,,, C < A, and J(C) c Y = J”(P), then 
PA’/2A’/21 C = 0 and CA’j2+( PAlI’) + = 0, so we see 
C= A’/2{Z,,+A1/2+(C- A)A’/2+ }A’/2 
= AlI2 { I,, - (PA”‘) + PA1’2 ) 
x{~,,,+A~~~+(c-A)A~~~+}{~,,~-(PA~~~)+PA~~~}A~~~ 
G A’/~{ I,,, - ( PA~/~) + PA1/2}~1/2 = s. n 
REMARK. The existence of S=max{CElF,,]C<A, JV(C)CY} and 
the formula S = A1j2{ I,, - ( PA’j2) + PAi/’ }A1/2 have already been proved by 
Krein [7] in a Hilbert-space context. 
Now we turn to the case that A E F”‘x” is arbitrary and IF is any field. 
Mitra and Puri [lo] have proposed two possible definitions of a shorted 
operator for this situation. They also showed that the first of these is 
contained in the second one. We therefore only consider the second defini- 
tion. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let AEIF”*~“, and Y,.Y be subspaces of F”‘,lFn, 
respectively. Define V := { C E IF n’Xn ] A(C) c Y, +@(C’) c F}, and sup- 
pose there is exactly one C, E %? satisfying 
r(A-Co)= pF/(A-C). 
Then C, is called the shorted operator of A with respect to (9, F) and 
denoted by S(A [9’,7). 
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Concerning the existence and computation of S( A 19, F) we have as an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.1 
THEOREM 4.2. Let AEIF”‘~“, PEIFP~“, QEIF”~~, and 9=X(P), 
T = N(Q’). 
(a) S(A 19, F) exists ilff Y = (0) or F = (0) or (3.3) holds. 
(b) Suppose that (3.3) holds. Then we have 
(i) For a matrix S E Fmx” to be S(A 19, Y) it is necessary and suffi- 
cient that S satisfies the condition (3.1). 
(ii) S( A ) 9’,9) = A - AQ( PAQ)- PA. 
REMARK. It is possible to show that the condition (3.3) of Theorem 3.2 is 
equivalent to 
I”, - P-P 
0 I 
= r( A I, - P-P)+ ~(1, -QQ-) 
=r[~“_AyQ-]+r(z,P-P), 
which is therefore sufficient for the existence of S( A 1 N(P), N(Q”)), and 
[except in the case M(P) = (0) or N(Q”) = {0}] also necessary (cf. The- 
orem 4.4 and Lemma 5.1 of Mitra and Puri [lo]). 
We want to demonstrate the usefulness of the conditions (3.1) and (3.3) 
by considering the problem of iterative shorting of operators. In general it is 
not true that the existence of S(A ( Y, 7) implies the existence of 
S( A [9”, F’) for arbitrary subspaces Y”, 7’ of .Y’, .7, respectively. Also 
the shorting of a shorted operator may not be defined even in the case 
9’ c Y’, F’ c F. The next theorem provides an answer to this problem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A E iFnIx”, 9’ and 9” be subspaces of IF”‘, and 7 
and Y’ be subspaces of IF “. Further we assume that S( A I 9’,7) exists and 
that .Y’ncsp’# (0) and .7n._7’# (0). Then S(A(Ynn’, Fn9-q ex- 
ists iff S(S( A ( Y, 9) ( 9”, 7) exists, in which case they are equal. 
Proof. Let 9, .Y’, .Y n sp’ and F, Y’, 7 n 9 be the null spaces of 
matrices P, P’, P” and Q’, Qlt, Q”t, respectively. Setting S = S( A I 9, Y), 
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we have by Theorem 4.2(b)(i) 
and 
A’-(PA) c N(PA) c uT(A - S) 
JZ(SQ”)C&(AQ”)+M(A-S)cM(AQ”), 
which yields 
.,v(P”) n _M( SQ”) = .N( P”) n .B( AQ”). 
Analogously we get .N(Q”t) n JI(SV”‘~) = .N(Qrft) n M(AtPrrt). Together 
with PS = 0 and SQ = 0 this implies 
and 
N( P’) n &I( SQ’) = _N( P”) n JZ( AQ”) 
Now the equivalence statement follows directly from Theorem 4.2(a). To 
prove the equality let S’ = S(S(A I9’,9) 1 9”, 7’). Then by Theorem 
4.2(b)(i) 
_M(S’) c N(s)n N(P’) c _N(P”), 
d(Stt) c .N(!Y)n N(Q”) c M(QfJt), 
JV( QrttAt) c .N(QttAt) n .N( QtAt) c M( Q+Y) n N( At - St) 
=JV(Q~~S~)~.N(A~-S)CN(S-S’~)~.N(A~-S) 
c N(A’- S’t), 
and similarly .N(P”A) c M(A - S’). So again by Theorem 4.2(b)(i) we 
conclude S’ = S(A 19 n 9’, .7 n .7’). n 
Unfortunately there is no matrix A # 0 such that the shorted operator 
S( A] Y, Y) exists for arbitrary 9, .7. In the case m = n we can prove the 
following (see also Ando [2, Theorem 11): 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let A E IFmXm. Then the following statements are equiv- 
alent: 
(a) The shorted operator S(A 1 S“,sP) exists for every subspace Y of IF”‘. 
(b) For every x E F” with x’Ar = 0 we have Ax = 0. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2(a) the first assertion is equivalent to 
r(PAP) = r(AP’) = r(PA) 
for every P E IFpXm, p EN. 
If (a) holds then choose p = 1, P = xt to get (b). Conversely, let p E N 
and P E IFP x “I be given. Then x E X( PAP’ ) implies (P k)‘AP ?r = 0; hence 
by assumption AP ‘x = 0. Since x ‘Ax = 0 iff x’A’x = 0, part (b) implies 
&“(A’) = N(A), whence we conclude r(PAP’) = r(AP’) = r(A’P’) = r(PA). 
n 
Finally, we show that every matrix S E 9(A) can be regarded as a shorted 
operator. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A, S EIF mXn. Then S E 9(A) iff there exist sub- 
spaces 9, _‘T of F “I, IF n respectively such that S = S( A 1 9, 7). 
Proof. If S E 9(A), then by Theorem 3.1 there exist p, q E N, P E [F P Xm, 
Q E IFnxq with S = A - AQ(PAQ); PA. Define P’ = (PAQ); P, Q’ = 
Q(PAQ); and 9 = N(P’), T = N(Q”). Then 
r(P’A)=r((PAQ),)=r(P’AQ’)=r(AQ’). 
So the condition (3.3) is satisfied, and by Theorem 4.2, S( A IP’,.F) exists 
and is given by 
S( A 19, y) = A - AQ’( P’AQ’) ~ P’A = A - AQ( PAQ),- PA = S. 
That the existence of S(A ) Y, F) implies S(A ( 9, F) E 9(A) is an im- 
mediate consequence of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 3.2. n 
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5. GENERALIZED SCHUR COMPLEMENTS 
For a matrix A E C mXm and a subspace 9’ of Cm, Ando [2] defined the 
Schur complement of A with respect to .~7. Mitra and Puri [lo] pointed out 
that the existence of the shorted operator S(A 1 Y, 9’) is equivalent to the 
existence of the Schur complement of A with respect to Y I. They also 
proposed a generalized Schur complement of A with respect to two spaces Y 
and 7, which they proved to be the shorted operator S( A 19’ I, 7 L ) 
whenever it exists. This concept has been carried over to arbitrary fields by 
Carlson and Haynsworth [4]. Our definition below is slightly different from 
theirs, and we will see that this generalized Schur complement as well as the 
shorted operator only depends on the matrix A and the spaces 9’,7. 
Furthermore, the concepts of shorted operators and generalized Schur com- 
plements are shown to be identical with the exception of two trivial cases. 
This yields an explicit expression for these Schur complements, and the 
theorems on shorted operators lead to generalizations of some rules for 
classical Schur complements (cf. Ando [2]). 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let A E IF m X”, and 9’,9 be subspaces of IF “‘, IF “, 
respectively. Then A is (9, .7)-complementable iff there are matrices By E 
IF tll X 1,1) Rr E F n X ” and projection matrices P&, Ps on 9, .7’, respectively, 
satisfying 
B,P,= Bsp, GB, = By, 
(5.1) 
P,AB, = P,A, B,AP, = AP,. 
If (5.1) is fulfilled, the matrix B,AB, is called the Schur compression of A to 
(9, y) and is denoted by A,,,. The matrix A - B,AB, is called the 
(generalized) Schur complement of A with respect to (9, .7) and is denoted 
bY A,,,,. 
We will show that the definition of A,,9 and A,y,7 does not depend on 
the special choice of By, B,, nor on the choice of P9 and PT. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A E Fmxn, P E lFpXm, Q E lFnXq and Y = M(P’), 
7 = M(Q). 
(a) A is (9’, .7)-complemmtabb i. (3.4) is satisfied. 
(b) If A is (9, _7)-complementable, then S( A I.9 ‘, .7 * ) exists and 
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(c) Let 9” = X(Q’A’), 7’ = JV( PA). Then A is (9, .7)-compkmentu- 
ble iff A is (P”, T’)-complementable. In this case we have 
Proof. (a): Let A be (9, Y)-complementable. Then we have by (5.1) 
r( PAQ) = r( P,AQ) > r( B,P,AP,Q) = r( B,AP,-Q) 
= +Q) 
and similarly T( PAQ) > r( PA). Therefore (3.4) holds. Conversely, let (3.4) be 
satisfied. Then it is straightforward to show that (5.1) holds with 
BY = AQ(PAQ) ~ P, B,=Q(PAQ)-PA, 
Py = P-P, Py= QQ-. 
(b) The first part follows from (a) and Theorem 4.2. We now show that 
A - B,AB, satisfies (3.1). We have 
P,B,AB, = P,B,AP,B, = P,AP,B, = P,AB, = P,A, 
which M( c JV( A’ - B$AtB&) or, equivalently, 
d(A- B,AB,)c.N(P). 
Furthermore, 
B,AB, = B,AP,B, = AP,B, 
implies 
JH(B,AB,) c d(AP,) = d(AQ), 
and the remaining two inclusions are proved similarly. Applying Theorem 
4.2(b), we obtain the desired equality. 
(c) Defining P’=Z,-AQ(AQ)- and Q’=Z,,-(PA)-PA, we get 
9” = &I( P”) and Y’ = JH( Q’). Now 
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and 
Recalling that (3.3) and (3.4) are equivalent, we obtain by (a) the first part of 
(c). Now suppose S = A,9Sp,,p = A - AQ’(P’AQ’)-P’A exists. Then by part 
(b) we see ./Y(S) c 9"', M(S’) c F’l, so S has the properties 
d(S) c d(AQ)> +M(S') c &(AT’), 
&(A - S) c &l(AQ’) c N(P), _M( A’ - St) c _M( AT”) c JV( Q”). 
Hence we have by Theorem 3.2 
A-S=A-AQ(PAQ)-PA. n 
REMARK. Part (a) and part (b) of the preceding theorem in connection 
with Theorem 4.2 show that the (Y, F)-complementability of a matrix A 
and the existence of the shorted operator S( A 19’ ‘, FL ) are equivalent 
except for the trivial cases 9 = IF m and Y = IF “. Part (c) generalizes The- 
orem 2 of Ando [2]. 
As an immediate application of Theorem 4.3 combined with Theorem 4.2 
and Theorem 5.1, we now get the following extensions of the iteration rules 
for classical Schur complements: 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A E FmX”, 9’,9” be subspaces of IF “‘, and .T’, Y’ 
be subspaces of IF “, respectively. 
(a) Zf A is (9, F)-complementable, then A is (9’ _t: Y’, 7 + .T’)- 
complementable iff A,y,, is (Y”, F’)-complementable, in which case we 
have 
(b) Zf A is (9, F)-complementable as well as (Y’, F’)-compkment- 
able, then (A,9,r),9j,F exists iff (A,9Spr,gr),9,y exists, in which case 
they are equal. 
(c) Zf A is (Y, F)-complementable as well as (P’“‘, .7’)-complementable 
and if Y c Y', FC F', then (A,,,),,,,, and (A,,,,,),,, exist and 
fifib 
(A9,3-J,,,,, = (A.Y,.TJ,,,= A,,,. 
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6. APPLICATIONS TO PARTITIONED MATRICES 
In this section we consider an arbitrary partitioned matrix 
where E E [Fmxn, F E IFmX’J, G E lFpXn, H E Fpxq. The Schur complements 
of E in A are usually defined as the matrices S = H - GE F. In a recent 
survey paper by Carlson [3] the connections between these Schur comple- 
ments and the generalized version of Carlson and Haynsworth [4] as well as 
the shorted operator of Mitra and Puri [lo] are investigated from the 
viewpoint of representability as Schur complements. Our approach is differ- 
ent from his, as we look at the Schur complements from the theory of rank 
decomposition matrices. Choose 
P=(k o,i, Q=(k iI_ 
Then 
and 
where 
A-AQ(PAQ)-PA= 
i 
0 
G(Z, - E-E) 
(PAQ)-=[~~ ij. 
This leads to 
LEMMA 6.1. Let E- be a generalized inverse of E. Then 
r(A)=r(E)+r 
0 (I, - EE-)F 
G(Z, - E-E) H-GE-F 
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Proof. Choose 
(PAQL- = E-EE- 0 0 0 
Since AQ(PAQ); PA E L@ A) by Theorem 3.1 and r(AQ(PAQ);PA) = 
r(PAQ) = r(E) we get 
r(A)=r 
0 
G(Z, - E-E) H- GE-EE-F ’ 
Now 
0 
T 
(I,, - EE- )F 
G(Z,-E-E) H-GE-EE-F 
ii 
0 
=r 
G(Z, - E-E) H - GE-EE-F 
i 
0 
=r G(Z,-E-E) 
(I”,-ZW)F 
1 H-GE-F ’ 
and we are done. 
It is now easy to derive the following well-known results. 
THEOREM 6.1 (Carlson, Haynsworth, and Markham [5]; Marsaglia and 
Styan [9]). Let E- be a generalized inverse of E, and Sp a generalized 
inverse of S = H - GE-F. Then we have 
(a) r(A) > r(E) + r(S), with equality iff 
0 
r G(Z, - E-E) 
(b) r(A) > r(E), with equality iff 
d(F) = J(E), JI(G’) c _M(Ef), and S = 0. 
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Proof. (a) follows directly from Lemma 6.1, and (b) is a consequence of 
(a), since r(A) = r(E) implies S = 0 and hence 
0 
n 
G(Z, - E-E) 
Perhaps more interesting is the following property of Schur complements 
as solutions of a rank minimization problem, which has also been considered 
by Carlson [3] and in a special case by Fiedler [6]. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let E- be a generalized inverse of E. Then we have 
) i 
E F 
H-X =’ G GE-F ’ ) 
and there is only one X, E lFPxq minimizing r E G HfX)iff 
A(F) = -4E) and .M(G’) c .A(Et). (64 
In this case 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.3 with P and Q as defined above, T = I,,, - 
AQ(AQ)-, and R = Zn+q - (PA))PA. Then the set V consists exactly of the 
matrices 
0 0 ( 1 0 X’ x E lFpxq, 
and hence 
Now 
‘-(i ij=(: G:F)=( 
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which yields 
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and the first part is proved. 
There is a unique X, E IF p xq minimizing r iff (3.3) holds. 
Now (3.3) is equivalent to 
which is satisfied iff (6.1) holds. In this case 
= A - AQ(PAQ) -PA E B(A) 
by Theorem 3.2. n 
In view of Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 4.2 we can restate Theorem 6.2 as 
THEOREM 6.3. Let 
be an arbitrary partitioned matrix with E E IF n’Xn, and 
Y=dV L 0 
i i 0 0’ 
.$7-=M zn O ( i 0 0’ 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) The shorted operator S( A [9’,.T) exists. 
(2) A is (9’ ‘, .7 L )-complementable. 
(3) The minimization problem 
has a unique solution. 
(4) _M(F)c&(E) and &(G’)c.M(Et). 
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Zf one of these conditions is satisfied, then S = H - GE ~ F is independent of 
the choice of the generalized inverse and 
S(AIY,.Y--)=A,,.,,, =X0= ; ; . 
i 1 
It should be mentioned that there exist cases where none of the matrices 
is contained in 9(A); see Carlson [3] for an example. However, we 
THEOREM 6.4. Let 
be an arbitrary partitioned matrix, E- a generalized inverse of E E IF “lx”, 
and S = H - GE-F. Then 
iff 
Jl(S)n.M(G(Z,- E-E))= (0) 
and 
~(S’)n.M(((Z, - EE-)I;)‘) = (0). 
Proof. We have by Lemma 6.1 
r(A) = r(E)+ r 
0 
G(Z,- E-E) 
Hence 
(6.2) 
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0 0 (I( 0 TO S+r (I,,-EE-)F G(Z,-E-E) 0 
which by Lemma 3.1(a) is equivalent to (6.2). W 
In general (6.2) cannot be simplified, because S depends on the arbitrary 
matrix H and the other two matrices involved in (6.2) do not. If (6.2) is 
required to hold for any choice of H, then (6.1) must be satisfied. 
7. GENERALIZED PROJECTIONS 
The major drawback of the shorted operator as defined by Mitra and Puri 
is that it does not always exist. The difficulty in the definition of this operator 
is the suitable choice of 9 and 7. In this section we present an alternative 
approach which avoids this problem and nevertheless covers all existent 
shorted operators, at least in the case IF E { Iw, C }. The construction for this 
case can be described as follows: 
Suppose we are given a matrix A E IF m x n and a subspace 9’ of IF “‘, and a 
shorted operator S( A 19’) is to be defined. Then we require that S( A ) 9’) 
have the properties 
WI 9) E %4) and JH(S(AIY))=Y~JY(A)~ 
which we feel to be the two most important properties of a shorted operator. 
Next we observe that such an S( A ( 9’) would be uniquely determined by the 
condition A( A - S( A I Y)) = .7, w h ere F is a complementary subspace of 
.H( A) n Y with respect to _4?( A), i.e. .4X( A) = (dZ( A) n 9') CB 7. Therefore 
we suggest choosing a matrix M E IF, which satisfies .4”(M) n Jl( A) = { 0} 
and defining .7 as the orthogonal complement of A( A) n Y with respect to 
M. This can also be motivated by the fact that the classical shorted operator S 
satisfies the equation 
S*A+(A-S)=O, 
so M(S) and &( A - S) are orthogonal with respect to A+. 
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We will see that the operator just described can be subsumed under the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let IF be an arbitrary field, A E IF m Xn, M E IF m x”‘, 
9 c _,@(A) be a subspace of lF”, and S EIF”‘~“. Then S is called an 
A-projection with respect to M on Y iff 
J(S)=9 and S’M(A-S)=O. (7.1) 
The set of all matrices satisfying (7.1) is denoted by g1(Y’ ( A, M). 
REMARK. If IF E {W,C}, ME IF,, and A = I,,, this operator is a gener- 
alized projection into 9’ as studied by Mitra and Rao [ 111. The choice 
A = M = I,,, leads to the orthogonal projection on 9. 
Next we consider the question of the existence and uniqueness of such a 
projection. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A EIF~~“, M EIF~‘~“‘, CE F”lxq, and k’(C)= 
9’ c ./I( A) be a subspace of IF “‘. Then we have: 
(a) 9(9 ) A, M) ~0 iff &(C’MC) = .H(C’MA). 
(b) Suppose that 9( 9’ 1 A, M) f 0. Then a sufficient condition for the 
solution of (7.1) to be unique is 
Y n N(C’M) = (0). 
This condition is also necessary if 2 # 0 in IF. 
(c) In the case 9’ n N(C’M) = (0) we have 
9’(YIA,M)c {C(GMC)-C’MA}. 
Proof. (a): Suppose S E Fmx” satisfies (7.1). Then by J@(S) = 4’(C) we 
have 
C’M(A-S)=O 
and hence 
&(C’MA) = d(C’MS) = k’(CMC). 
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Now assume &(C’MC) = &(C’MA). Then define for 2 E lFqx” 
It is easily seen that 
S(Z)k(A - S(Z)) = 0 and &(S(Z)) CM(C), 
so we have to prove the existence of a Z, E lFqXn with r(S( Z,)) = r(C). 
Now let 
H = C(CWC) C%fA, G=C(Z,-(C’MC)-C’MC). 
Then J@(H) = _M(C - G) by assumption. Further 
.M(H)fM(G)= (0) and r(H)+ r(G) = r(C). 
Hence by Lemma 3.1 it suffices to choose a Z, with 
r( GZ,) = r(G) and &‘(ZhGt)nM(H’) = {0}, 
which is possible because 
r(G’) = r(G) < n - r(H) = n- r(H”). 
Therefore (a) is proved. 
(b), (c): From the proof of (a) it is clear that S(2Z,) E P(9’ 1 A, M) in the 
case that 2 # 0 in lF. Therefore the condition 9’ f’ JV( CtM ) = { 0}, which is 
equivalent to 
is necessary for the uniqueness of the solution of (7.1). To prove sufficiency 
take any S E P( 9 1 A, M), and let us show S = C( C’MC) C’MA. Since 
M(S) = M(C) = Y, there exist matrices U, E lFnXq, UZ~(FqX” such that 
C = SC, and S = CU,. Hence 
This proves (b) and (c). n 
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REMARK. In the case IF E {R,Q=} and M E F,, the condition in part (a) of 
the preceding theorem is always satisfied and the condition in part (b) 
reduces to 9 f’ J(M) = (0). 
We should mention that unique solvability of (7.1) for an Y c d(A) and 
A, M fixed does not imply the same for a subspace 9” of Y. Nevertheless, 
this can be achieved by a suitable condition on M. We call M E IF n’Xn’ 
anisotropic on 9’ iff r 'Mx = 0 and r E Y imply x = 0. Then Theorem 7.1 
yields 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let AE[F”‘~“, 7 be a subspace of F”‘, C EF”‘~~ 
with &I(C) = Y c .7~ J%!(A), and M E IF”‘~“’ be anisotropic on F. Then 
(7.1) has a unique solution S which is given by 
S = C( C’MC) C’MA. 
Proof. According to Theorem 7.1 it suffices to show that J%‘(C’MA) C 
&(C’MC) and &(C)n Jlr(C’M) = (0). Since rtMx = 0 iff xtMtx = 0, we 
get by assumption 
N(C’MC) = J’-(C) and N(C’M’C) c N(C) c X(AtM’C), 
which yields the desired result. 
Now we are ready to define our shorted operator. 
DEFINITION 7.2. Let A E IF m x “, 9’ be a subspace of IF “I, and M E IF n’ xn’ 
be anisotropic on Y n J!(A). Then the shorted operator S(A 1 Y, M) is 
defined as the unique solution S of 
A’(S) = Y n A(A), S’M( A - S) = 0. 
The following theorem contains some important properties of this op- 
erator and gives an alternative expression in the case that A( A’) = d( A’MA). 
THEOREM 7.2. LetAEiFmX", MEIF"'~"', PEFP~"', S@=~V(P),cznd 
let M be anisotropic on 9 n .M( A). Then the matrix S = S( A 1 Y, M) has the 
following properties: 
(a) S E B(A). 
(b) _M(S)=9nn(A), d(At-S)=_M(AtPt). 
(c) A ~ S is idempotent and if A is idempotent, so is S. 
(d) Zf A( A') = M( A’MA) then 
S=A-A(A’MA)-A’P’(PA(A’MA)-A’P’)-PA 
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M(S’)=.N(PA(A%Z’A)-)n.M(A’), 
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&(A-S)=A(A(A’MA)-A’P’). 
(e) Zf IF E {W,C}, A EF,, and M= A+, then S coincides with the 
classical shorted operator S( A 1.9’). 
Proof. Let d(C) = 9’ n A( A). Then by Theorem 7.1 we have S = 
C(CtMC)- CtMA. 
(a): By the above representation of S it is clear that M(S) c A(A), 
.&?( S ’ ) c A%‘( At), and a simple calculation shows SA _ (A - S ) = 0. Hence by 
Theorem 3.1, S E 9(A). 
(b): The first part is obvious by definition, and since PS = 0 we 
have &!(A’ - S’) 1 &((A’ - S’)P’) = _M(AtPt). We now show M(PA) c 
&“(A -S). If x E N(PA), then Ax E k’(C). Since C = C(CtMC)-CtMC, 
we obtain Sx = Ax; hence x E .N( A - S). 
(c): Since S E 9(A), we have by Theorem 3.1 S = SAPS; hence A-S is 
idempotent. If A is idempotent then SA ~ S = S2, so S is idempotent. 
(d): Define Q = (AlMA)-A’P’ and S’ = A - AQ(PAQ)-PA. Then 
r( PA) = r( AtP’) > r( AQ) > r( A’MAQ) = T( AtP’), 
and PAQx = 0 implies AQx E d(C), so PAQ = (AQ)tM’AQ and the fact 
that M is anisotropic on M(C) imply AQx = 0; hence 
r(PAQ) = r(AQ). 
Thus the condition (3.4) is satisfied. By Theorem 3.2 we get .M(S’) = 
9’ n &!(A), and A’MAQ = AtP’ together with r(PAQ) = r(PA) yields 
S”M( A - S’) = 0. Since S(A 19, M) is uniquely determined by Theorem 7.1, 
we have S = S’. Applying Theorem 3.2 once again, we obtain that (3.2) holds, 
which proves the remaining assertions. 
(e): This follows from (a) and Theorem 7.1. n 
If F is the field of real or complex numbers and A E lF”““, it is clear that 
there exist matrices which are anisotropic on &(A). In general this is not the 
case. For an example choose IF = Z, and A = I,. Then there does not exist a 
matrix M E lF3x3 which is anisotropic on IF3. We complete our discussion by 
showing that at least under this additional condition every shorted operator 
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S( A I9’,Y) is also a generalized A-projection on Y with respect to a suit- 
M. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let A, S E lFmxn, let 9’ be a subs-pace of IF “I, and 
suppose there exists a matrix M, E lFmx” which is anisotropic on &(A). 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) There exists a subspace Y of IF” such that S( A IY,Y) exists and 
S=S(A(9’,.7). 
(b) There exists a matrix M E F”‘x” which is anisotropic on 9’ n J(A) 
and satisfies Jl( A’) = A( A’MA) such that S = S( A 1 Y, M). 
Proof. Suppose (a) holds, and define 
By Theorem 3.2 we have S E .9(A), so by Theorem 3.1 
S=SA-S= {I-(A-S)A-}S. 
Hence StM(A - S) = 0 and S’MS = S’M$, so M is anisotropic on A(S) = 
Y n &I(A). By the uniqueness of S(A 1 Y, M) we thus obtain S = 
S(AIy>M). 
Further, 
Hence if x E X(A”MA), then 
S’M,Sx= -(A-S)‘M,(A-S)x:E.JI(St)n_k(A’-St)= (0). 
Now M, is anisotropic on &I(A); therefore 
Sx = (A - S)x = 0, 
which yields Ax = 0. Consequently, r( At) = r( A’MA). 
Now suppose (b) holds. Then choose P such that N(P) = Y, and define 
Q = (A’MA)-A’P’. By Th eorem 7.2(b) and (d) we see that (3.2) is satisfied by 
S( A 19, M); hence (3.3) is also fulfilled. Applying Theorem 4.2, we thus 
obtain the existence of S( A I 9, .7) and S( A I 9, 7) = S( A I Y, M). n 
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